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ABSTRACT
Most metastatic cancers develop drug resistance during treatment and continue 

to grow, driven by a subpopulation of cancer cells unresponsive to the therapy being 
administered. There is evidence that metastases are formed by phenotypically plastic 
cancer cells with stem-cell like properties. Currently the population structure and 
growth dynamics of the resulting metastatic tumors is unknown. Here, using scaling 
analysis of clinical data of tumor burden in patients with metastatic prostate cancer, 
we show that the drug resistant, metastasis-causing cells (MCC) are capable of 
producing drug resistant, exponentially growing tumors, responsible for tumor growth 
as a patient receives different treatments.

INTRODUCTION

Tissue homeostasis is maintained by a small number 
of stem cells capable of symmetrical and asymmetrical 
cell division, with symmetrical cell division ensuring that 
the number of stem cells remains constant when a stem 
cell is lost and asymmetrical cell division maintaining the 
stem cell number constant when all stem cells are present. 
These stem cells produce more differentiated expanding 
progenitor cells which are replaced periodically (e.g., 
the colon is renewed every four days). Currently it is 
thought that cancers emerge from one or both of these 
two cell populations and cancer cells possessing stem 
cell markers and capable of proliferating when grafted in 
animals models [1–3] have been identified in leukemia 
and solid tumors, and have been called cancer stem cells 
(CSC) [4–6]. The principal cause of death in cancers 
is caused by the emergence of multidrug resistance in 
metastatic tumors. Currently an active area of research 
is aimed at characterizing the type of cell(s) from the 
primary tumor that is/are capable of causing metastasis 
and the type of cell(s) that is/are multidrug resistant [7]. 

The epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) has been 
implicated in cancer cells and there is evidence that the 
metastatic-capable cells are somewhere on the spectrum 
between fully epithelial and fully mesenchymal cells 
while the metastasizing cells are phenotypically plastic, 
and capable of moving along that spectrum [7]. Recently 
it was reported [8] that the WNT/ß-Catenin pathway 
drives prostate cancer cells into symmetric cell divisions, 
suggesting that these cancer cells have lost the ability to 
divide asymmetrically [9]. Here we show that this is also 
the case in patients with metastatic prostate cancer.

According to the Center for Disease Control, prostate 
cancer is the second most common cancer in men after non-
melanoma skin cancer with 13% of men diagnosed with 
prostate cancer during their lifetime and 2–3% dying from 
it. The prostate produces fluid protecting the sperm and 
both the fluid and the sperm are squeezed in the urethra by 
the muscle tissue in the prostate. The prostate is the size of 
a walnut organ with a primary structure consisting of ducts. 
The inner surface of the ducts is covered with epithelial 
luminal cells, which are surrounded by epithelial basal 
cells and scattered among them are neuroendocrine cells. 
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The stroma around the ducts is dynamic phenotypically 
and consists of many different types of supporting cells 
including fibroblasts, immune, and smooth muscle cells. 
The luminal cells express an androgen receptor and secrete 
growth factors as well as the prostate-specific antigen 
(PSA). The basal and neuroendocrine cells do not seem 
to be androgen dependent. The hormones testosterone 
and androstenedione are the main androgens which are 
produced by the testes and in small amounts by the adrenal 
gland and control the function of the prostate. Most prostate 
cancers are believed to originate in the luminal layer, but an 
aggressive type of prostate can evolve to a neuroendocrine 
phenotype [10]. The tumor microenvironment is essential 
for cell migration and metastasis [11]. The primary 
treatment for metastatic prostate cancer is androgen 
deprivation therapy. However, most patients progress to a 
next stage called castration resistant prostate cancer and 
alternative treatments are currently administered at this 
stage. In this paper we analyzed patient data consisting 
of serial in time measurements of the PSA levels under 
different treatments.

RESULTS

Drug resistant tumors grow exponentially in the 
majority of patients

We began by analyzing the growth of tumors in 
patients with metastatic prostate cancer using scaling 
analysis. The levels of prostate-specific antigen (PSA), 
was used as the measure of tumor quantity in patients 
with D0 and castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). 
To extract the behavior of a physical quantity across a 
population of patients it is sometimes possible to scale the 
data of individual patients in such a way that the data from 
individual patients can be averaged and plotted on the same 
graph. This powerful procedure is used in statistical physics 
and other sciences and when possible, it reveals behavior 
that is hard to extract from the individual patient data.

In the majority of metastatic solid tumors including 
prostate cancer, an effective treatment leads initially to a 

fall or decay in tumor mass followed by growth of the 
tumor mass after a nadir quantity is reached. We previously 
showed [12] that the decay part is well characterized by 
an exponential decay, which confirms that observation. 
This observation is mathematically represented as  
Mse

 –dt = Ms/e 
dt, where Ms is the mass of the sensitive 

cells that are exponentially decaying at rate d over time 
t. We hypothesize that past the nadir, the majority of 
drug-sensitive cells have been killed and the tumor now 
increases in size as the still viable, drug-resistant cancer 
cells continue to grow. This then makes the decay term, 
Mse

-dt = Ms/e 
dt small compared to the growth term that is 

also exponential and is represented mathematically by 
Mre 

g t, again where Mr is the mass of the resistant cells that 
are exponentially growing at rate g over time t. Thus, past 
the nadir, the decay term can be neglected, leaving only 
the exponential growth part Mre 

g t. Here Ms and Mr are 
positive constants and d and g are the decay and growth 
rates, respectively. Given this hypothesis in each patient 
we have the patient’s Mnadir and growth rate g. 

To be able to plot all patients in a given trial on 
the same graph the data of each individual patient taken 
from the nadir was normalized to one by dividing each 
patient’s data by the value of the nadir of the patient. The 
resulting time series was transformed by taking the natural 
logarithm of the data of each patient. In Figure 1. We show 
the sequential transformation of a single patient’s data.

If our hypothesis that tumors grow exponentially is 
correct a straight line would be a good fit of the resulting 
time series with a slope equal to the growth rate of each 
patient’s tumor. Therefore, the thus transformed data 
would consist of straight lines with different slopes. To 
be able to average all patients in any dataset we divide 
each transformed patient’s data by their growth rate (the 
slope of the straight line). After averaging the newly 
transformed data across all patients, we plot the scaled 
data on a graph. If our hypothesis is correct, averaging 
is possible since after normalizing the data to the tumor 
mass at the lowest point and scaling the logarithm of 
the data for each patient, by dividing it by the individual 
patient’s slope the resulting straight lines have the same 

Figure 1: Example of data transformation during the scaling analysis. (A) Raw data that was obtained at pre-defined intervals 
of time; (B) Data after nadir; (C) Data after the nadir divided by the nadir value; (D) Log of step (C); (E) Standardized tumor quantity 
obtained by dividing step (D) by the slope or the rate constant of growth (g); (F) Average tumor quantity for all patients in the study. Note 
that steps (A–E) are plots for a single individual; while step (F) is the summary plot for the entire study. In all patients, data was obtained 
at pre-defined intervals of time, but these were not identical. To accommodate this variability when pooling data from hundreds of patients 
enrolled on a study [step (F)], a time window ± 15 days was employed. In this way, any data measured within ± 15 days is considered as 
one set of data.
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slope and would lie on top of each other. In mathematical 
terms we divide each patient’s data by their Mnadir, take the 
log and then divide by the patient’s g. These averages are 
presented in Figure 2. In these advanced cancers a straight 
line fits the logarithm of the data showing that our initial 
hypothesis of exponential growth is statistically plausible 
since growth other than exponential would have resulted 
in deviation from a straight line.

Large number of symmetrically dividing cells is 
needed to explain the data

The simplest explanation for our results is 
symmetrical division of a cellular fraction with infinite 
or very large proliferative potential driving exponential 
tumor growth. Exponential and power law growth are only 
consistent with models that envision cells with an infinite 
or very large potential dividing either only symmetrically 
or asymmetrically as well as symmetrically. With > 90% of 
our data fit by an exponential growth model, our analysis 
unequivocally establishes for metastatic tumors in humans 

a model of cancer cells capable of dividing symmetrically 
leading to exponential or power law growth as the only 
biologically relevant models. Importantly, these non-linear 
functions fit the data over long periods of time, exceeding 
1000 days in some patients, establishing that non-linear 
growth can occur over prolonged time intervals [13].

DISCUSSION

The above analysis of the data from many prostate 
cancer patients who received different treatments 
showed that the metastatic drug resistant tumors grow 
exponentially—this exponential growth has to be driven 
by symmetrically dividing cells. These cells emerge 
as drug resistant and eventually cause death. In normal 
tissue the symmetry of cell division is maintained by 
extrinsic (environmental) and intrinsic factors. The 
environment where normal stem cells reside is the stem 
cell niche populated with supporting cells and having an 
organized tissue architecture. In contrast cancers lose the 
polarized structure of the cells present in normal tissue, 

Figure 2: Results in clinical trials. PSA values from fifteen arms derived from prostate cancer clinical trials were analyzed using 
scaling analysis and averaging all patients in a treatment arm. The straight line indicates that tumor growth is exponential. These trials were 
summed in the lower right-hand corner (Methods). We analyzed de-identified, patient-level comparator (control) arm data from thirteen 
randomized metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer (mRPC) clinical trials including one phase IIB and ten phase III available in Project 
Data Sphere, LLC (PDS) and two randomized trials available from YODA (Yale University Open Data Access). Thirteen arms were the 
comparators and two treatment arms were abiraterone. All y-axes have the units of inverse rate, i.e., time.
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grow as bulk cell masses, and break the basal membrane 
surrounding the prostate to metastasize to distant cites. 
This disorganization of tissue structure may be responsible 
for the loss of regulated asymmetric cell division [9] 
leading to tumor growth. Alternatively, mutations and 
epigenetic changes may lead to loss of function and 
symmetric cell division. Both mechanisms may be in 
play and further research is needed to characterize the 
architecture of the metastatic tumors and the operating 
cell division mechanisms. Currently the origin of these 
symmetrically dividing cells is unclear. One possibility 
is that one or more cancer stem cells begin to divide 
symmetrically overtaking the asymmetrically dividing 
cells. An alternative possibility is that one or more 
progenitor cells acquire infinite proliferation potential 
and drug resistance and overtake the tumor. Both of these 
transformations might be at play. Whether these extrinsic 
and intrinsic mechanisms operate alone or synergistically 
is impossible currently to say. Observation of the tumor 
at individual cell level as well as monitoring of molecular 
markers of individual cells will be necessary to resolve 
the drivers behind phenotypic cell decisions in normal and 
cancerous tissues. In the past decade significant progress 
in that direction was made using organotypic cultures [14] 
and intravital microscopy [15].

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patient data

We collected patient level data from Project Data 
Sphere, LLC (PDS), an independent initiative of the 
CEO Roundtable on Cancer’s Life Sciences Consortium 
(http://www.projectdatasphere.org/); and from the Yale 
University Open Data Access Project (YODA) a project 
committed to supporting research focused on improving 
the health of patients and informing science and public 
health (http://www.yoda.yale.edu/). We analyzed two 
randomized trials available from YODA and de-identified, 
patient-level comparator (control) arm data from eleven 
randomized metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer 
(mCRPC) clinical trials (one phase IIB and ten phase III) 
available in PDS, a total of 15 arms. All of the data is 
available to anyone and requires only simple applications 
to gain access.

The YODA and PDS trials with control arms in 
italics are summarized in Table 1 and included: JnJ COU 
AA 302 [abiraterone + prednisone vs. prednisone] [16]; JnJ 
COU AA 301 [abiraterone + prednisone vs. prednisone] 
[17]; AstraZe 09 144 [ZD4054 (zibotentan) + SOC vs. 
SOC] [18]; Millen 10 165 [orteronel + prednisone vs. 
prednisone] [19]; Pfizer 08 81 [sunitinib + prednisone vs. 
prednisone] [20]; Millen 10 166 [orteronel + prednisone 
vs. prednisone] [21]; Sanofi 2000 80 [docetaxel + 
prednisone vs. mitoxantrone + prednisone] [22]; Centoco 

2006 98 [siltuximab + mitoxantrone + prednisone 
vs. mitoxantrone + prednisone] [23]; Sanofi 2007 79 
[TROPIC trial, cabazitaxel + prednisone vs. mitoxantrone 
+ prednisone] [24]; Novacea 2006 89 [ASCENT trial, 
docetaxel + DN-101 vs. docetaxel + prednisone] [25]; 
Sanofi 2007 83 [VENICE trial, aflibercept + docetaxel 
+ prednisone vs. docetaxel + prednisone] [26]; Celgene 
2009 90 [MAINSAIL trial, lenalidomide + docetaxel + 
prednisone vs. docetaxel + prednisone] [27]; AstraZe 08 
104; [docetaxel + zibotentan vs. docetaxel + placebo] [28]. 
All y-axes have the units of inverse rate.

Estimating rates of tumor growth and regression

Model process

The rates of tumor growth and regression were 
estimated using an R package, designated tumgr, that 
uses a regression-growth model previously validated 
for other types of tumors and treatments [10, 26]. This 
model assumes that change from baseline in tumor 
quantity during therapy is the result of two independent 
processes occurring simultaneously: an exponential 
decay or regression of the tumor that is sensitive to the 
treatment and occurs at a constant rate, designated as 
d, and an exponential growth or regrowth of the tumor 
that is resistant or partially resistant to the treatment and 
likewise occurs at a constant rate and is designated as g. 
As each new quantity or measurement of tumor burden is 
estimated by summing the values for all individual lesions 
as they are accrued or in this analysis by measuring PSA 
levels, the value of g can be estimated in series. Previous 
data analysis has demonstrated that both the rate of tumor 
decay or regression (d) and the rates of growth (g) are 
stable or constant. Four possible models were defined:
gd model

There occurs concomitant regression of the sensitive 
fraction at rate d and growth of the resistant fraction at rate 
g and these are best fit by the gd model: f(t) = e −dt + egt − 
1 where f(t) denotes the tumor quantity at time t in days, 
normalized to the tumor quantity at time 0; d is the rate of 
decay, and g is the rate of growth.
dx model

Tumors in which only decrease in tumor quantity at 
rate d occurs during treatment. These are best fit by the dx 
model since there is no growth (g = 0) and the gd equation 
then simplifies to: 
 f(t) = e−dt.
gx model

Tumors in which only increase in tumor quantity at 
rate g occurred during treatment are best fit by this model. 
Since there is no regression (d = 0) the gd equation then 
simplifies to:
 f(t) = egt

http://www.projectdatasphere.org/
http://www.yoda.yale.edu/
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gdphi model

Similar to the gd model, in which during treatment 
there occurs concomitant regression of the sensitive 
fraction at rate d and growth of the resistant fraction at rate 
g, but in which the measurement data is very robust and 
one can better estimate the rates of growth and regression 
using an additional parameter, phi (Ø), which represents 
the fraction of tumor cells sensitive to therapy: 
 f(t) = (Ø)e−dt + (1 − Ø)egt

In this model, d denotes the rate of decay of the fraction of 
tumor sensitive to the therapy (Ø), and g represents the rate 
of growth of the therapy-resistant tumor fraction (1 − Ø).

Model analysis

Excluded from the analysis were patients without 
tumor measurements; or with only two data points. We 
also excluded those with only one unique measurement 
value repeated ≥ 3 times; and those with initial and final 
measurement values of 0. In some cases, the data could 
not be described by any of the four equations; while in 
others more than one equation could describe the data in 
a statistically meaningful way (p value for goodness of fit 
< 0.1). In these cases, the model with the lowest Akaike 
information criterion (AIC) was selected for each patient. 
The basis of AIC is information theory, and it provides a 
“relative estimate” of how much information is lost when 
a given model is used to represent data.

Outcome

Our primary outcome of interest was the rates 
of tumor growth [g] and regression [d]. In the majority 

of metastatic solid tumors including prostate cancer, an 
effective treatment leads initially to a fall or decay in 
tumor mass that is sensitive to the treatment (Ms) followed 
by growth of the tumor mass that is resistant to the therapy 
and is designated Mr after a nadir quantity is reached. 
We previously showed [12] that the decay part is well 
characterized by an exponential decay, which confirms 
that observation. This observation is mathematically 
represented as Ms e 

–dt = M s / e 
dt, where Ms is the mass of 

the sensitive cells that are exponentially decaying at rate 
d over time t. After initial decay, the PSA levels start to 
rise in most patients and the decay term becomes small 
compared to the growth (g) term and we focus on that term 
in the scaling analysis.

Scaling

Scaling is a mathematical procedure in which a 
quantity at each time point is multiplied or divided by 
the same number. In this way the quantity is magnified 
or shrunk and the shape is changed. In our case the initial 
normalization of the data to 1 for each patient’s nadir 
and the division of the log of the normalized individual 
patient’s data by their growth rate are the two scaling 
procedures preformed in the analysis. Taking the log of 
the data is an example of functional transformation of the 
normalized data.

Abbreviations

CRPC: castration-resistant prostate cancer; CSC: 
cancer stem cells; d: decay rate constant; EMT: epithelial 

Table 1: List of YODA and PDS trials whose data was analyzed
Data

Source Identifier Line of therapy Drug or placebo Number of 
patients

YODA

COU_AA_302_PLB First Prednisone 542
COU_AA_301_PLB Second Prednisone 398
COU_AA_302_EXP First Abiraterone 546
COU_AA_301_EXP Second Abiraterone 797

PDS

Prostat_AstraZe_2009_144 First Placebo 266
Prostat_Millenn_2010_165 First Prednisone 779
Prostat_Pfizer_2008_81 Second Prednisone 285
Prostat_Millenn_2010_166 Second Prednisone 365
Prostat_Sanofi_2000_80 First Mitoxantrone 337
Prostat_Centoco_2006_98 Second Mitoxantrone 49
Prostat_Sanofi_2007_79 Second Mitoxantrone 371
Prostat_Novacea_2006_89 First Docetaxel 476
Prostat_Sanofi_2007_83 First Docetaxel 612
Prostat_Celgene_2009_90 First Docetaxel 526
Prostat_AstraZe_2008_104 First Docetaxel 470
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to mesenchymal transition; g: growth rate constant; 
MCC: metastasis-causing cells; Mr: mass of cancer cells 
resistant to a therapy; Ms: mass of cancer cells sensitive to 
a therapy; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; t: time.
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